
£1,050,000

Mid Street
Redhill
Surrey



4 bathrooms

4 bedrooms

4 receptions rooms
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South Nutfield village is characterised by substantial family homes
and sweeping tree lined avenues surrounded by greenery and fresh
air.

It sits within a small village, yet it is incredibly well-connected for the
city with excellent transport links by train, car and bus. Perfectly
private from the street, this detached house is set back from the road
behind a tree lined wall accessed via a paved driveway where
parking is plentiful with a single garage.

Once inside, the wide entrance hall leads seamlessly through to the
bright open plan kitchen/ dining area beyond. A wall of glazing on
the south/ westerly wall ensures natural light can filter right through
and allows a line of sight from the front door to the garden at the
rear. The lounge located off the kitchen has generous space and
bifold doors to the garden. This room is ideal for cosying up with the
family on wintery evenings. 

There is formal dining room to the left of the entrance, a modern
shower room on this floor, a utility room and there is a further
reception room/study to the front with a ‘boot room’. The size and
nature of these rooms means they will lend themselves to a plethora
of uses; from playrooms, guest rooms, Airbnb rentals, work rooms or
a home gym perhaps, or to remain as an investment property with
multiple tenants.

With a fine quality and contemporary finish, the kitchen has shaker
style units and the worktops glisten in contrasting black. There is a
large space for a dining table creating an informal entertaining
space, and within the units the appliances have been integrated.
The living space has a corner sofa without compromising on floor
space and a log burner takes centre stage to warm the room as the
weather cools. 

Upstairs, from the galleried landing there are four double bedrooms a
family size bathroom and two en-suites. The master bedroom has a
fantastic walk-in dressing room plus Jack and Jill sinks in the en-suite.
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Thomas likes it
because....
"This substantial and versatile home
is beautifully situated in a prestigious
area with lots of local shops, and
green spaces nearby. The town
centres of Redhill and Reigate are
also within easy reach, and this
home also offers easy access to
South Nutfield Station and the
M25/A217 which have direct and
fast access to Brighton Gatwick and
Heathrow airports and London."


